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The first RF-4C arrived in Lincoln in November, 1971 and full conversion from the RF-84F into 
the Phantom was achieved in 1972. They arrived in the current (for 1972) scheme of SEA 
Camoflauge, but in it's 20 year operational history with the Phantom, the aircraft would be seen 
in numerous other schemes. The unit would also deploy overseas for the first time when they 
went to Eskisehir Air Base in Turkey in May 1980 for NATO exercises. They would re-deploy to 
Eskisehir AB again in October 1984 and October 1987. 

 

A group photo of pilots of the 173rd in front of RF-4C-25-MC 68-0853 in January, 1978. The RF-4C is in standard SEA camoflauge with white 
serials on the tail. The "flaming arrow" motif is applied aft of the intake. (Nebraska National Guard Museum via Capt Cody Cade) 
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The South East Asia scheme as applied to the F-4 Phantom fleet. Even though the top and bottom profiles have the national insignia toned 
down in black, during the 1970s, it was the same "high-viz" insignias as applied to the fuselage. Some Phantoms had the tail serial numbers 
painted in white, others in black. (Afterburner Decals via Cybermodeler) 
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RF-4C-25-MC 65-0859 on the ramp during the mid-1970s. It is in the standard SEA scheme with all data stencils and the serial number in white, 
hi-viz national insignia and "flaming arrow" motif, and NEBRASKA in gold on the green stabilizer cap. (wikipedia)   

 

Here is RF-4C-25-MC 65-0920 in SEA standard scheme, but with "toned-down" or "low-viz" black markings. The national insignia is still the 
same, the white background of the "flaming arrow" insignia has been deleted. The gold NEBRASKA on the green stabilizer cap remains but the 
new Air National Guard shield painted on the forward end of the stabilizer is black. (Aviation Photo Company.com) 

   As noted in the photographs, there were variations in markings between aircraft. Sometime 
around 1980, the SEA Camoflauge changed to a wrap-around SEA scheme when FS36622 
Camoflauge Grey was no longer painted on the undersides of the Phantoms, and the "hi-viz" 
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national insignia was toned down to black. However, there were some variations between 
aircraft in markings. 

 

RF-4C-25-MC 65-0925 in the SEA wrap-around scheme. Notice all national insignias, ANG shields and stencils are in black, however, the aircraft 
retains the gold over green NEBRASKA markings on the stabilizer cap. (Gary Chambers via Airliners.net) 
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The South East Asia Wraparound scheme introduced in the late 1970s. The three topside colors remained the same as the previous SEA 
scheme, however, the underside grey FS36622 Camoflauge Grey wasn't used and the underside was painted in the three main colors. The 
national insignia, serial numbers and stencils were painted in black. Special markings and unit markings may have been toned down too, or 
painted in "high-viz", there were variations. (Afterburner Decals via Cybermodeler) 
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RF-4C-25-MC 65-0859 in the SEA wraparound scheme, however, it retails "high-viz" national insignia (Tom Hildreth via Air-Britian) 
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RF-4C-25-MC 65-0911 in SEA wraparound scheme. All markings are "low-viz" except for the warning and emergency labels and the markings on 
the tail including the gold star and LINCOLN on the green stabilizer and the unit award under the gold & green NEBRASKA on the cap. (Gary 
Chambers via Airliners.net) 

   The next scheme applied to the Phantom fleet was known as Euro I, which began appearing 
in the mid 1980s. Unlike the SEA scheme, which was standard throughout the whole USAF 
inventory, there were variations of the Euro I scheme. For the F-4 fleet it was a drastic variation 
of the SEA wraparound scheme, the FS30219 Dark Tan was replaced by FS36081 Euro I Grey (it 
has been reported that in the very early years of the Euro I scheme, FS36118 Gunship Grey was 
used for a short time, replaced by FS36081). FS34102 Medium Green and FS34079 Dark Green 
were still used. The pattern was also different from the SEA scheme. Most markings were toned 
down in black, but again, there were some deviations between aircraft. 

 

RF-4C-25-MC 65-0828 in the newly painted Euro I scheme in 1983, just before the 173rd painted thier markings on the jet. (Gary Chambers via 
Airlines.net) 
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The Euro I scheme, as applied to the Phantom fleet. National insignias, serial numbers and stencils remained in black, warning labels were in 
color and squadron markings varied. Note that the camoflauge pattern is different from the previous SEA schemes and FS30219 Dark Tan was 
replaced by FS36081 Euro I Grey, but the two greens were retained. (Afterburner Decals via Cybermodeler) 
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RF-4C-25-MC 64-0998 in the Euro I Camoflauge scheme. Notice that all insignias stencils and serial numbers are in black, but the NEBRASKA and 
LINCOLN star are not in gold & green, but a toned down light grey. (Robert Tourville) 

 

The business end of RF-4C on the ramp in Lincoln, NE. in the Euro I scheme. Notice that the nose appears to be in a gloss black and there is no 
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anti-glare panel in front. All badges, insignias, serial numbers and stencils are toned down in black, warning labels in color. (Unknown) 

 

RF-4C-25-MC 65-0903 sitting next to an A-7D of the 175th TFS, South Dakota Air National Guard, in a variation of the Euro I scheme. It's pretty 
much standard markings with most markings toned down, the NEBRASKA and LINCOLN star in grey, warning labels in color, gloss black nose 
and no anti-glare panel. (f16crewchief via Deviant Art.com) 

 

RF-4C-25-MC 65-0911 in standard Phantom Euro I scheme, however, the 173rd's "flaming arrow" motif is in color, but without the white 
background.(Aviation Photo Company.com) 
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